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Children are small, delicate beings. Constantly growing, they are sensitive to 
every outside influence, but also restless and inquisitive. Children are our future.  
They are shaped by our heredity and our protecting hand. Tomorrow lives in their 
development. Small, inquisitive steps along the road that is their early years. 
 Children need extra protection in traffic, but unfortunately around 70% of all 
children are transported in old or badly fitted – and therefore dangerous – car 
seats. Even in low-speed accidents this has serious consequences for the body 
of a child, which is still developing. Letting a child sit in a second-rate car seat 
is the responsibility of parents and not something we want to be part of. On the 
contrary, we like to say that we protect tomorrow’s children with our products. A 
heavy burden that we are happy to share with prudent parents. 
 We have seen children growing up with our car seats for more than 40 years.  
As long ago as the 60s we showed that BeSafe would protect the most impor-
tant thing we have – our children. From small beginnings child car seats have 
developed more than most other products. Since 1980 Norwegian children have 
spent more than 2,500,000 years in our rear-facing car seats without a serious 
injury or fatality occurring. 
 The test requirements we use in the development of BeSafe products are 
40-50% higher than specified in the standard for car seats. 
 Our development work is for the good of children, as proved by all the 
Scandinavian and European tests we have come top in.

Children’s bodies – fragile, 
defenceless and weak
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BeSafe Recommendations 
Different seats will fit differently in different cars. Always try a 
seat that you are thinking of purchasing in your car before making 
the purchase.

Never install a rear-facing seat behind an active airbag.

Only use seats that are appropriate for the weight group of your 
child.

Installation should only take place in accordance with the 
instruction manual.

As much tension as possible should be applied when installing 
child seats.

All seats are tested and 
approved in accordance 

with different weight groups. 
Only use seats which are 
appropriate for the weight of 
the child concerned. You will find 
the correct weight group on the 
approval label on the back of the 
seat. To find the correct weight 
group for your child, please refer 
to the table on left.

Further information about child safety is available on our website at www.besafe.eu/www.hts.no. 

The ISOfix system is a new standard for the safer attachment of child car 
seats. The system consists of solid metal anchors that are located be-

tween the seat back and cushion in a car and form part of the chassis itself. In a 
car with ISOfix the child car seat is not secured using the car’s seat belts, which 
also reduces the risk of incorrect fitting. Instead the child car seat is secured 
directly to the ISOfix anchor points using a click-in system. Our child car seats 

have indicators that show when the seat is fitted correctly. The click-in system 
also makes it even easier to take the seat with you.
 ISOfix is a Swedish invention. With its ease of use and high level of safety, 
ISOfix is helping to maintain and develop the Scandinavian tradition of excellent 
road safety, even for our smallest travellers.

What is ISOfix?

Miscellaneous 
crash tests

Certificates

ECE R44-04 Stiftung WarentestADAC

pROTECTIvE COvER 
WITh pOCkETS

pROTECTIvE 
COvER

SuNROOFSEAT COvERSMIRRORFOOTMuFF

Accessories

Weight and Approval

The tension of internal seat belts should be so tight that it is only 
possible to insert the width of 2 fingers between the shoulder and 
the belt.

Rear-facing seats are 5 times safer than forward-facing seats. 
BeSafe recommends that children should sit in rear-facing seats 
until they are � years old.

Never buy a second-hand seat.

If a seat has been involved in an accident it must be replaced.

Children should sit in a child seat with adjustable back support until 
they weigh �6kg or are 1�5 cm tall.

From time to time various magazines publish their own tests. Some 
of these tests employ spectacular test criteria which can produce 

“erroneous” test results, with seats that normally come out on top performing 
poorly. Some tests are even carried out in test facilities belonging to certain seat 
manufacturers and may not be entirely neutral. usability tests may provide very 
interesting reading for consumers, but they do not necessarily say much about 
accident safety.
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hip belt during normal use.

position of hip belt when 
using BeSafe pregnant.

provides safety 
and comfort 

The BeSafe pregnant guides the hip belt 
away from the belly and the foetus.

One belt - two lives
upon impact a pregnant woman could represent a mass weight of � – 5 tonnes. Wearing the hip belt over 
the abdominal area could subject the placenta and foetus to undue pressure. By using BeSafe pregnant the 

hip belt is guided below the belly and the pressure from the belt is transferred to the pelvis. using the car’s seat belt 
will also feel more comfortable. BeSafe pregnant should be used with effect from the second month of pregnancy 
onwards.
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Longer useful life
Izisleep has a longer seat and back than other 
seats on the market, so it can be used for 2-� 

months longer.

Lying position
When your baby is not in the car, lower the 

seat back. It is not good for an infant’s physical 
development to sit in the seat for too long.

Compatible with 
travel systems

Izisleep is compatible with a number 
of pushchairs in addition to Izitravel. 

See www.hts.no.

The best protection 
for the smallest of all

Infants are not designed to sit in cars for long periods. We at hTS BeSafe have therefore developed BeSafe 
Izisleep, the design and shape of which have been specifically created to protect infants in general and their 

backs in particular. Izisleep can be used in a lying position with the back down outside the car. The combination of 
superior safety and simple fitting makes BeSafe Izisleep the perfect choice for brand new parents and babies who 
sleep soundly. The deep, dish-shaped sides shield the child in a comfortable manner and provide optimum side im-
pact protection. The BeSafe Izisleep has a longer seat and back than other 0+ products, which means that it can be 
used for longer. What is more, BeSafe Izisleep is compatible with a number of pushchair chassis or travel systems 
using an adapter. BeSafe Izisleep is easy to fit and has indicators that turn green when it has been fitted correctly. 
The new, patented belt routing makes it easy to position the belt correctly, while the unique belt tensioning system 
ensures that the seat remains firmly in place. Thanks to the ergonomic handle, the seat is easy to carry. Once at 
home, you can rock your baby to sleep using the seat’s clever rocking function. BeSafe Izisleep is ECE R44 approved 
for 0-1� kg. BeSafe Izisleep is also ready for fitting with the ISOfix base.
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The combination of superior safety and simple fitting makes BeSafe Izisleep with ISOfix the obvious choice 
for prudent parents. The seat’s ISOfix base provides a mechanical anchorage that is very safe and stable, 

while the base’s unique indicators show that it has been fitted correctly. The base also has an adjustable safety leg 
that allows it to be adapted to any car and transfers the forces acting on it to the floor of the vehicle.
 The seat cannot be fitted unless the safety leg is attached. Once the base is in position, Izisleep is easy to click in 
and lock in place using the fastenings on the base. There are buttons for releasing the seat on both sides. They turn 
green when the seat is secured correctly. As there is a button for releasing the seat on both sides, the seat is easy 
to put into and take out of the car regardless of which side the seat and base have been installed on. Approved in 
accordance with ECE R44-04.

Superior safety and 
simple fitting

Simple to fit
Click the Izisleep base into place on the 

ISOfix anchor points between the back and 
seat. A green indicator shows when this 

has been done correctly.

Simple to attach
Attach the seat to the base. An indicator 

shows when this has been done correctly. 
position the handle against the back.

Safe design
Izisleep has a sturdy safety leg and an extra 

safety support for the back of the seat.

Collection iZi Sleep

Soft Line 
Beige/Dark Grey

Colour no: 34

Soft Line 
Ice Green/Grey

Colour no: 32

Soft Line 
Turquoise/Grey

Colour no: 33

uni Colour
Black/Black Alcantara 

w. silver piping
Colour no: 25

Bright Line 
Green/Black Alcantara

Colour no: 21

Soft Line 
Pink/Grey
Colour no: 31

Bright Line 
Turquoise/Black Alcantara

Colour no: 26

Bright Line 
Yellow/Black Alcantara

Colour no: 22

uni Colour
Brown/Brown Alcantara 

w. gold piping
Colour no: 24

Bright Line 
Pink/Black Alcantara

Colour no: 23

uni Colour 
Safari Beige
Colour no: 68

Accessories 
Raincover

Accessories 
Footmuff
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Seat unit
The seat unit is easy to click onto the 

pushchair chassis and has two positions 
for comfort.

Easy to pack
iZi Travel folds easily using a lever. 

The chassis takes up very little space 
and is light to carry.

Carrycot
The carrycot simply clicks on and off 

the pushchair chassis and can be carried 
using the padded handle. This makes the 

carrycot very practical.

Travel system for 
prudent parents

The iZi Travel concept has been developed for children from birth up to 15 kg (about � years). iZi Travel is easy 
to assemble and does not take up much room in the car. The chassis can be used with three units. iZi Travel 

used in combination with  iZi Sleep means that there is no need to wake the baby or transfer it from car seat to push-
chair. All you have to do is take  iZi Sleep out of the car and click it into place on the iZi Travel chassis. The carrycot is 
for babies who cannot sit unsupported. This robust, soft and safe unit simply clicks onto the iZi Travel chassis and 
can also be carried using the padded handle. iZi Travel can be used with the seat unit from about 6 months onwards. 
The seat unit comes with a five-point harness for safer outings. It can be used facing either backwards or forwards 
and can be adjusted to ensure maximum comfort. Both the carrycot and seat unit come with a removable handle 
that makes it easy to put your baby into iZi Travel and take it out again.
 There are two iZi Travel packages: the small package includes the chassis, seat unit and hood, while the large 
package contains the chassis, carrycot, seat unit, hood, foot muff, rain cover and parasol. The rain cover is available 
as an optional extra for iZi Travel.

iZi Travel simplifies 
your active life!

On the pushchair
iZi Sleep clicks onto the pushchair. This 
makes life easier if you often take your 

baby shopping or to cafés. iZi Sleep’s lying 
position means that your baby can lie in the 

seat when not in the car.

In the car
iZi Sleep is easy to fit in a car using the 

three-point belt or ISOfix base.

At home
Once at home, you can rock your baby 
to sleep in  iZi Sleep using the seat’s 

rocking function.
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Simple to fit
The ISOfix system provides a mechanical 
anchorage that is both simple and safe.

ISOfix 
attachment arms
Sturdy ISOfix attachment arms with 
indicators to show that the seat has 

been fitted correctly.

Integrated support leg
The support leg provides additional safety, 

as it dramatically reduces the risk of the seat 
rotating forwards in the event of a collision.

Safety and innovation
We are proud to present a great new product, iZi kid ISOfix. The seat is based on a previous best in test, 
iZi kid X1. iZi kid ISOfix has a sturdy base that attaches to the car’s ISOfix anchor points. ISOfix provides a 
mechanical anchorage that is stable and, most importantly, safe, as it dramatically reduces the risk of incor-

rect fitting. To reduce the risk of your child travelling in a badly fitted car seat, iZi kid ISOfix has indicators that show 
when the seat has been fitted correctly. The ISOfix system also makes the car seat easy to fit and remove – very 
practical if the family has more than one car.
 The seat’s shell has been developed to give the child maximum protection in side collisions without restricting 
movement during the journey. Just like its predecessor, iZi kid X1, iZi kid ISOfix has been developed with a clear aim 
in mind: to be the safest seat and pass tests that are far more extreme than the standard tests. We have made it 
comfortable by providing five different sitting and lying positions, and practical by giving it a removable, washable 
cover. Available early in the first quarter of 2009.

New!
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Simple to fit
You can fit iZi Combi in the front seat 
if you deactivate the airbag. See the 

instructions for fitting in the back seat.

Rear-facing until 
4 years of age

BeSafe has been working to get Norwegian 
children facing rearwards ever since 1979. 

BeSafe iZi Combi, which is made in Norway, 
is the top-selling seat.

The top-selling combi 
seat in Norway

BeSafe iZi Combi is a brand new combi seat that lets your child sit facing rearwards until 4 years of age (child 
should sit facing the rear of the car for as long as possible). BeSafe does not recommend facing forwards 

until 2½ years of age at the earliest. The seat has been designed with a brand new harness system that reduces 
the impact on the child in the event of a collision, resulting in a considerable improvement in safety. Besides side 
impact protection in energy-absorbent material, BeSafe iZi Combi x1 has advanced belt routing (lock-off device), 
making it easy to install. Whether installed to face forwards or rearwards, the seat is equally stable owing to the 
unique belt tensioner. The seat is ECE R44-0� approved for use facing rearwards from 0-18kg, and facing forwards 
from 9 18kg. It came top in the toughest car seat test, vTI/vi Föräldrar 2006.

Turning the 
seat round

hTS BeSafe recommends that children should 
sit facing rearwards for as long as possible 
and until at least 2½ years of age. You can 

then turn the seat round, but always follow 
the fitting instructions.

Besafe izicombi X1 is also made in a version that can only be used 
rear facing. This model is called BeSafe iZi kid X1.
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Integrated 
support leg

iZi Comfort ISOfix has an adjustable safety 
leg. After fitting the seat, push the leg 

down against the floor, making sure that 
the release handle locks.

The only seat 
with a footrest

The seat has a footrest for extra comfort that 
can also be used as a step to make it easier for 

the child to get in. 

Simple to fit
Click the two ISOfix attachment arms into place 

and the indicators will turn green. Then, once 
you push the seat in against the back of the rear 
seat and lower the footrest, the child can get in, 

simply and safely.

Easy and safe installation
BeSafe iZi Comfort ISOfix is a forward facing seat approved in accordance with ECE R44-04. This seat has 
also been successfully subjected to side impact tests in accordance with NpACS. iZi Comfort ISOfix can be 

used in most cars with ISOfix anchorage points. It can also be installed using a �-point seat belt. It is equipped 
with red/green indicators which show if it has been correctly installed. To prevent the seat from being released by 
anyone else apart from the parents, the seat has one safety release button for each connector. BeSafe izi Comfort 
ISOfix can also be installed in cars with �-point seat belts. 
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Simple and 
safe to fit

BeSafe has developed a brand new safety 
system for its iZi Comfort seat. The seat 

secures in a way that is extremely safe and, 
equally important, simple.

Belt routing
The revolutionary belt routing system offers the 
user unique benefits. You can see exactly what 
is going on, as the belt goes in front of the seat 
and not behind it as with some other brands.

Side Impact 
protection

The seat provides excellent side impact 
protection for the head and body. It is padded 
on the inside with impact-absorbing material.

New-look iZi Comfort
 BeSafe iZi Comfort comes with a belt fixture that makes it easier to fit and a new belt system that improves 
crash test results. The seat has been redesigned with greater comfort for the child in mind. The fabrics are 

soft and cosy. The old BeSafe iZi Comfort was best in test with ADAC in 200�. When we at BeSafe began developing 
a forward-facing seat, our objective was to set a new standard in safety, user friendliness and comfort. It was an 
important goal to design the seat for activity, with the child having plenty of freedom of movement and good leg 
room. The seat can be adjusted into several different sitting positions, which can be changed easily without the 
need to re-attach the seat or tighten anything. The height of the belt is easy to adjust as the child grows. The seat 
also features a newly developed system that ensures safe fitting. The unique belt tensioner means that the seat 
will always remain stable. The built-in side impact protection keeps vulnerable parts of the body safe, including the 
head, neck and internal organs. BeSafe iZi Comfort X1 is ECE R44-04 approved.
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The inspiration for this year’s collection was drawn from many places, from the bazaars of Marrakech, the 
piazzas of Milan, the chalets of verbier, the pits at hochenheimring and last, but not least, from the children, 

their curiosity and fantasy. The colours are lively and contrasting, reflecting a trendy and active lifestyle.

Collection

Bright Line 
Red/Black Alcantara

Colour no: 27

Bright Line 
Turquoise/Black Alcantara

Colour no: 26

Bright Line 
Pink/Black Alcantara

Colour no: 23

Bright Line 
Green/Black Alcantara

Colour no: 21

Bright Line 
Yellow/Black Alcantara

Colour no: 22

Soft Line 
Ice Green/Grey

Colour no: 32

uni Colour
Mood Indigo

Colour no: 66

uni Colour
Brown/Brown Alcantara 

w. gold piping
Colour no: 24

uni Colour
Black/Black Alcantara 

w. silver piping
Colour no: 25

Soft Line 
Turquoise/Grey

Colour no: 33

Soft Line 
Pink/Grey
Colour no: 31

Soft Line 
Beige/Dark Grey

Colour no: 34

iZi Combi is available in colour no.: 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 31, 32, 33, 34, 66
iZi Kid ISOfix is available in colour no.: 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 31, 32, 33, 34, 66

iZi Comfort X1 is available in colour no.: 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 31, 32, 33, 34, 66
iZi Comfort ISOfix is available in colour no.: 24, 25, 31, 32, 33, 34, 66
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Excellent side 
impact protection
The seat offers both good side impact 
protection and freedom of movement.

Tallest seat on 
the market

Children up to 1�5 cm tall must be restrained 
in the car. Many of the seats on the market do 
not meet this requirement. BeSafe iZi up X2 

complies with the new law. 

No belt guides 
reduce the risk of 

incorrect use
Around 70% of the seats with a belt guide on 

the market are used incorrectly, so BeSafe 
iZi up X2 does not have one.

BeSafe iZi up X2 has been developed to simplify everyday life for parents and enable them to make car 
journeys safer and more comfortable for children. BeSafe iZi up is the only seat where the height can be 

adjusted simply while the child is sitting in the seat. When the height of the seat is adjusted, the belt routing is 
extended to position the belt correctly in relation to the child’s shoulder and neck. The enclosed belt routing means 
greater safety, as it prevents the belt from slipping off the child’s shoulder in a collision, a frequent occurrence with 
seats in group 2/�. Children can adjust their position themselves by pulling on the sleep position handle.
 With BeSafe iZi up X2 we use the original belt routing in the car, since it is perfectly adapted to each individual 
vehicle. This reduces the chances of incorrect use, since there is no complicated belt threading to go wrong during 
fitting. BeSafe iZi up X2 is ECE R44-04 approved in group 2/�, 15-�6 kg. The seat conforms to the new European 
child restraint requirements for children up to 1�5cm tall.

Grows with the child

Bright Line 
Red/Black Alcantara

Colour no: 27

uni Colour 
 Mood Indigo

Colour no: 66

uni Colour 
Brown/Brown Alcantara 

w. gold piping
Colour no: 24

uni Colour 
 Black/Black Alcantara 

w. silver piping
 Colour no: 25

Bright Line 
Turquoise/Black Alcantara

Colour no: 26

Soft Line 
Pink/Grey
Colour no: 31

Soft Line 
Ice Green/Grey

Colour no: 32

Soft Line 
Turquoise/Grey

Colour no: 33

Soft Line 
Beige/Dark Grey

Colour no: 34

Bright Line 
Green/Black Alcantara

Colour no: 21
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Introducing the BeSafe helmets we take our safety concept one step  
further: from selling safety products for the car, to selling safety products 

for use outside the car. Too many children are seriously injured either due to not 
wearing a helmet or wearing a helmet of dubious quality. We want to increase 
the standard of children’s helmets.
 Our bike helmets come in 2 sizes: Betino for the smaller children (size 48-51) 
and Bekid for the larger children (size 52-57). By means of our patented power 

strap system, the helmet can easily be adjusted to fit the head perfectly. The hel-
mets have good ventilation and insect nets to keep unwelcome visitors away.
 BeSafe winter helmets provide adequate protection for the child’s head, 
backhead and ears when participating in winter activities. The helmet is warm 
and sturdy with a comfortable fit. BeJunior is Norway’s most used winter helmet 
for children and is made in the sizes 52, 54 and 56.

BeSafe helmets

BeSafe 1-2-� X1 has SIp side impact protection for excellent collision performance. The 
seat is constructed with an injection-moulded rib system in the back. With BeSafe 1-2-� 

x1 it is easy to adjust the car seat to fit your child. Since both the head and lumbar supports are 
adjustable, this is a seat for your child to grow in. The car’s shoulder belt is brought to the right 

height for the child with the help of the side support and the unique Fix Lock. This also pre-
vents the child from tugging at and playing with the belt, ensuring that it always sits firmly 
against the child’s body. The seat is anatomically shaped and allows the child considerable 

freedom of movement without affecting safety. To ensure your child’s comfort, the seat 
has extra thick padding in the seat cushion and head area. The seat is ECE R44� 

approved for children weighing 15-�6kg and can be used together with the car’s 
three-point belt.

Comfort for 
the growing child

Baby Mirror Belt GuardBeSafe Beltfix
The safety belts in a car are designed for adults. 
This means that the belt may go across the neck 
of a child. using BeSafe Beltfix, it is easy to adjust 
the three-point belt so that it sits in the correct po-
sition on the shoulder. It fits most cars and is easy 
to install and use.

A Baby Mirror is a neat way of increasing safety 
when travelling with a child in the car. The driver 
has a full view of the child in the rear-facing seat 
without having to turn around. When the mirror is 
attached to the centre headrest on the back seat, it 
is possible to see at once what the child is doing by 
glancing in the rear-view mirror.

The belt guard is a practical way of preventing a 
child from undoing its harness. Attaching the belt 
guard to the belts on the seat locks them in the 
correct position. It is easy to use and fits all BeSafe 
belts.
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Black
Colour no: 10

BeSafe BeKid
Angular

BeSafe BeJunior
Lime

BeSafe BeKid
Camo

BeSafe BeKid
Flower

BeSafe BeKid
Dreams

BeSafe Betino
Flowers

BeSafe Betino
Flames

BeSafe Betino
Bikes

BeSafe BeJunior
Pink

BeSafe BeJunior
Grey

BeSafe BeJunior
Black

BekidBetino

BeJunior

useful extras
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